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A Sociological Study of Grinnell Plans (http://www.grinnellplans.com)

Survey Question: “How would you describe plans (in however many words you would like) to someone who has no experience with it and knowledge of it?”
“A community.” (Root-Wiley)

Introduction

	On Tuesday, April 21, 2006, my Grinnell Plans survey was posted both in my plan and on the Plans homepage.  Within 24 hours, 11% of active Plans users – those who logged in within the past six months – had already taken my survey.  (Grinnell Plans will be referred to as Plans from here forth.  A further distinction should be noted: “Plans” with a capital “P” refers to the community, Plans, while “plan(s)” with a lower-case “p” denotes the specific page maintained by the individual user.)  Out of those 281 users, 132, or 47% were students.  A little less than 10% of campus had been reached in a day through an online community not affiliated with Grinnell College.
	When asked to provide an explanation of Plans for someone with no prior knowledge of it, respondents listed many different qualities and comparisons.  A large number of people noted the exclusivity of Plans, seeing that it is a “place where students, faculty and alumni of Grinnell College have a page on which to express their frustrations, concerns, interesting links, contact info, discussions, etc. in a semi-public setting.”
Other descriptions elaborated even further.
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It is a very bare-bones blog with no capability of a direct, threaded response system. People use it to post personal stories, to rant, to engage in a "Plans conversation/debate," or to just goof off. For current students, I think it allows for a place to put thoughts that are sometimes difficult to express elsewhere. . .
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Some users noted a less useful aspects of Plans: a tool for procrastination.  One person simply described Plans as a “time suck.”  However, the unique features and nuances of Plans also came forth.  “In many ways, it is simultaneously more and less complex than other blogs. It's sort of in a category by itself. You need to experience it to really understand what it is.”
	Plans, formerly a primitive social network built using the colleges internal network, proves to be a unique type of online community.  Many listed Facebook, Livejournal, or MySpace as parallel but “higher-tech” versions of Plans, but, of those, many went on to say that they were, in reality, not quite comparable. Plans uses a simple, text-only interface, but this ensures that the focus is specifically on communication.  As one respondent simply put, “It's a simple interface, but that's sort of the point.”
	While Plans would not exist without Grinnell College, it adds to and builds upon the Grinnell community while also forming its own subculture.  It is a “sub-community,” just like a subculture, or, as Amitai and Oren Etzioni term it, a “hybrid” or “mixed communication system.” One user, when asked to describe Plans, said, “it's like blogging in a gated community.”  Just like the simile illustrated, Plans is a community that combines features of both real-world communities and virtual communities, and, in doing so, gets the best of both worlds (Etzioni 94-5).
	Plans, while it fulfills all requirements of communities – both “real” and virtual – as given by the Etzioni brothers in at least some respects, would not exist without Grinnell College, so treating it as an autonomous community would be short-sighted.  Features such as the auto read list and plan love function both online and in real life leading to Plans’ unique role as a  community within the wider Grinnell College community.
Focus and Outline of the Study
	While current Grinnell Students made up only 53% of the survey respondents, much of the data and focus of this study will be on them (Root-Wiley).  While alumni, faculty, and staff, all use Plans for many of the same activities as current students, current students are the only ones who are constantly surrounded by and forced to interact with each other on a daily basis both on- and offline.
	First, I will show that Plans satisfies all the criteria for a community as set forth by Amitai and Oren Etzioni.
	Second, I will further explore the interactions between real life and the virtual community to show the hybrid features of the community.  This will include a focus on plan love and the auto read list.
	I did not enter this research with any clear hypothesis.  I was only interested in collecting some data to inform or at least confirm some of my assumptions about Plans.  While a comprehensive study of Plans would take months and require additional ethnological research on top of my survey, I hope to begin to delve into the Plans community.  This survey specifically focused on the auto read list, plan love, and the use of Plans as only one form of communication.  While seemingly basic, these are the tenets that drive Plans at the most basic level, and any further research into Plans would be less valuable without a basic understanding of these primary underlying forces.
A Short Introduction to Plans’ Features
Edit Plan: Takes the user to the interface for editing their plans.  Users can insert the date, “plan love,” links, and basic HTML formatting commands such as bold, italics, and underline into their entries.
Preferences: Allows a user to choose from multiple layouts and Plans styles (which use Cascading Style Sheets) as well as adding optional links to their navigation bar.
Secrets: An anonymous forum of secrets posted every week submitted by Plans users.  While only 46% of all users use Plans Secrets, 62% of students who took the survey do.  (For all statistics about Plans features, respondents were asked whether they had used the feature in the past two weeks.)
	The Controversy: During the 2005-2006 school year, the Secrets feature was created.  Originally, a single user had set up secrets and the Secrets function was not under Plans administration.  At first, secrets were instantly posted.  However, in light of inappropriate posts and ones that were not secrets but instead gossip and personal attacks, a policy was enacted to control posts.  At present, posts are only put up once a week after being reviewed by the Plans administration. 
Home: The page with general Plans announcements (new features, April fools’ day joke, my survey, etc.)  This is the first page a user sees when logging in to Plans.
Notes: A discussion board-type interface.  Only 10% of students use the feature, however 25% of alumni use it.
Plan Genesis: A list of recently created plans.  These plans are of users or groups new to the community.  Seeing that a majority of respondents (66%) said they joined Plans in their first year and 80% of current students joined Plans in their first year, it makes sense that Plan Genesis is used more by the student population because most new users are students.
Quick Love: This is one of the most important features of Plans.  This allows a user to see who has plan loved them.  Plan love is given by putting a person's user-name in brackets – such as [rootwile].  The Plans system is set up so that plan love turns into a link to another users plan, assuming they have one.  Sometimes plan love is given to show affection or thanks to a person or it can be used to direct a question or comment towards a person.  The example contains both uses.  Quick love displays a short section of text on each side of the plan love.  Almost 95% of survey-takers used this feature to check for their plan love.  Other users choose to search for their username.
Plan Watch: A list of recently updated plans.
Random Plan: A literal feature.  Click on it to display a random plan. About 33% of users use this feature and Plan Watch; however, only 10% use both features.  This would support the idea that people who are interested in reading Plans not on their auto read list on a regular basis, more often choose one option and stick to it.
Broth and Chat: Since data collection concluded, two new features have been added to Plans.  Broth is a service for which Plans registered so that all users can drag around small mosaic tiles in real time with other Plans users.  Chat allows for users to log into a chat room and chat with whomever is there.  These two features are the first to allow real time communication within the Plans community.  In the long run this could have a drastic effect, but neither feature allows for exclusivity in who is there.
Auto read list: This is the most important feature of Plans and one to which I will return later in the report.  In short, the auto read list is a collection of Plans defined by each individual user.  Whenever any of the users on a list update, they are listed.  The list can be tiered into either two or three categories allowing for discriminating between closeness of friends or other defining characteristics.
Plans Usage
	One important feature which is more subtlety influenced by real life is the auto read list.  As described in “A Short Introduction to Plans' Features,” the auto read list is made up of plans specifically chosen by the respective user.  When the plans on an auto read list are updated, they show up and can be viewed.  On average, there are 48 plans on an auto read list (Planlove v 2.4.2).  Out of the respondents, 68% chose to further refine their lists by “tiering” them in some fashion – or simply put, dividing them into either two or three categories: list 1, list 2, and list 3.  It is this tiering in particular that reveals the influence of real life.  Of the 68%, almost all who did chose to divide it by how close they were to those people in real life.  Some chose to divide it by individuals and groups or by how interesting a plan’s content was on average, but most chose to do it by their relationship outside of Plans.  Just like cliques in real life, people can decide how frequently they interact with someone virtually.  Clearly, many relationships within Plans start on the outside world and are heavily influenced by it.
	The dynamics of online communities are less understood than those in the real world, but one real world principle may prove useful to this study.  In his book The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell describes the factories of Gore-tex.  Gore-tex made the conscious decision to limit their factories to no more than 150 people because of research that shows that this is the largest number of people who can form a cohesive community (Gladwell 182).  Only 159 users cross this magical 150-person line in the size of their auto read lists  (Planlove v 2.4.2).  Using this same principle, it would appear that the majority of Plans users interact with a manageable number of plans so as to not lose track of personal identities and details.  Assuming that each auto read list defines the main sub-community for a user, this would make the maintenance of a community likely.
	By no means, though, do readers limit themselves to plans on their auto read list.  While their auto read list may contain plans which they regularly read, 83% of respondents said they “read plans of people you do not know because of plan love given to them by someone you do know.”  In the Plans community, this act is known as “plan surfing.”  One user described it as such:


“I love playing the ‘follow the PlanLove’ [sic] game in which you use random plan to find the plan of someone you know.  You look at their plan love and is there is no one you know plan loved then you click the first one and continue this untill [sic] you find plan love for someone you know or hit a dead plan (at which point you lose).  Great for procrastinating but more importantly it rearely [sic] takes more than 3-4 plans before I come upon plan love for a relitively [sic] close friend.  It shows hoe [sic] tight knit the Grinnell community is.”
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	Through plan surfing, users are exposed to conversations outside of their virtual “cliques” and to people they either do not know or do not have on their auto read list.  While plan surfing may be more comparable to a lunch-time conversation with a new acquaintance, it still reinforces the “criss-cross web” that makes for a community.
Criteria for Community
	For communities to exist, two specific attributes must exist:
1) A web of “affect-lade relationships” (Etzioni 80) creates and reenforces relationships within the community.  These relationships criss-cross with each other to create the “web” that is essential for community.  In this same vein, one user stated that Plans was “a web of disorganized, flawed . . .  and yet interesting communication.”  For Plans, plan love directed at individuals allows for semi-intimate conversations to occur.  However, there is no space at present for private conversations, so other users may follow, or even join in, other conversations with people they do – or do not – know.
2) The second requirement for community is “a measure of commitment to a set of shared values, mores, meanings, and a shared historical identity – in short, a culture” (Etzioni 81). With the controversy over Secrets (see “Secrets” on A Short Introduction to Plans' Features [link]), esoteric terms (rollover for definition: “permalove,” “plansturbation,” “planversation,” “planhacking,” “plan wars”), and other Plans-specific features, there is little doubt that Plans has its own culture.  Also, the Grinnell College culture spills over into the Plans environment leading to debate on current topics.  This fact leads to the conclusion that Plans is a hybrid community.  This will be expanded upon in the next section.
Requirements for Community Building (subtitle)


“[Plans is ] a network of people that incorporates different aspects of face-to-face interactions into a faceless written medium.”
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Building further on the two main aspects of community, there are six more specific facets of a community.  To at least some extent, Plans satisfies all of them.  The terms and definitions of the six facets are borrowed from Amitai and Oren Etzioni as written in the their book The Monochromatic Society (82-96).
1) Access: Access, means the literal ability to communicate.  Anyone with a Plans account (which requires a Grinnell e-mail address) has this.  As long as there is an available computer – which is almost always trues with the large number of computer labs and personal computers – there are few barriers to accessing the community and communicating within it.
	The type of access, though, is very different from face-to-face communication.  Because Plans is always accessible, students can log in and write, read, or respond to plans at their convenience.  Communications on Plans – and in virtual communications in general – can, therefore, be “asynchronous.” (Etzioni 83).  While this lengthens the time between responses, it allows Plans-users to communicate with multiple people at one time and when it is most convenient for them.  In a busy college atmosphere, this can be a huge advantage in communication.
2) Encompassing Knowledge: In contrast to an online gossip forum or a real-world conference of neurosurgeons, communities require that knowledge of individuals go beyond a specific type.  People must be able to connect specific knowledge with specific identities.  They must also trust communications and hold people accountable for them.
	Because current students on Plans live geographically near the other students on Plans, many people at least know of a large number of Plans users before reading their plans.  With access to the Grinnell College directory – or the aptly named “StalkerNet” as it is known on campus – anonymity is impossible with the exception of Secrets.  After a Plans user was arrested for writings on Plans last year, there is also little doubt left to accountability.  Regardless of the justification of the arrest or other responses to plans, there is certainly attention paid to any controversial information posted on Plans. 
3) Interactive broadcasting: The concept of interactive broadcasting is not as complex as the term first sounds.  Community requires that information can be communicated on both a large and small scale.  Plans allows for both of these with general postings and messages directed at specific people via plan love.  Once messages have been sent out, feedback must have a way to be posted to the general population and to individuals.  Again, this helps to create the “criss-cross web” that is essential for communities.
	Directed plan love appears to be incredibly effective, so much so that 84% of all respondents said they “usually respond to plan love” and 81% said they “usually received a response to plan love [they gave].”  For students specifically, these percentages were each about 3% lower; however, this can be explained by the availability of face-to-face communication (see Plans: A Hybrid Community for a more detailed description of alternate forms of communication stemming from Plans).  While all posts are transparent and available for all to see, “planversations” using plan love-directed messages appear to still be an effective means of conversing.
4) Breakout and Reassemble: Of the necessary functions for a community, “breakout and reassemble” may be the weakest function of Plans.  Related to interactive broadcasting, breakout and reassembly is the ability to depart from a larger conversation, have a smaller side one, and then return to the group.  A real life example of this would be the use of subcommittees by groups.  As mentioned earlier, the ability to direct specific comments at people with plan love makes up for some of this but not all.  For true breakout and reassembly, another form of communication is required.  Other forms of communication stemming from Plans will be addressed in the next section.
5) Cooling Off Mechanisms and Civility: One constant problem in face-to-face communications is the amount of time between statements, responses, counter-responses, and so on.  Reactions are almost instant and little time is left to reconsider thoughts before verbalizing them.  In heated conversation, emotions can gain a grip over statements and rational thought can fall to the way side.  So, for computer-mediated communication, the built-in delay between statements helps to facilitate a more balanced and thought-out set of communications.  Even though there is almost no time required to see a post and respond, typing is slower than talking, and, if quickly reconsidered, a Plans user can remove a recently-entered comment before anyone reads it. 
6) Memory: The last requirement for community is memory.  As the Etzioni brother’s write, “communal sharing of culture never starts from a tabla rasa” (93).  As pointed out earlier, the Grinnell College community gives a pretext to the Plans community.  However, when it comes to remembering communications of the past, Plans, in some ways at least, bests the real world in its archiving ability.  In face-to-face communication, most “archiving” is done solely with the mind and then information is passed on verbally.  In the Plans community, many conversations are archived for an extended period of time.  Overall, 54% of survey respondents never deleted anything from their plan (although the Plans system does eventually begin to cut off entries once a plan has reached a certain size, months of entries are contained in many full plans).  However, in the student body, an even higher 63% of users never deleted entries from their plan.  On top of this, 41% and 32%, respectively, retain recent entries (“recent” was left open to the interpretation of the respondent).  So, much correspondence through Plans is maintained for months and available for reference to anyone who comes across it.
	Because Plans satisfies each of these six broad requirements for community in some form, it would be reasonable to classify Plans as it’s own community of alumni, faculty, staff, and students.  Yet, it would be irresponsible to ignore the large role which Grinnell College plays in the Plans community, as I will show in Plans: A Hybrid Community.
Plans: A Hybrid Community
“For a Grinnellian? It's a pretty crucial means of communication with campus, in my opinion--Plans lets you know about events, parties, etc. and also lets you check in with friends and acquaintances you don't get to see as often as you'd like (because we all know that the average Grinnellian gets forced by his or her workload to drop off the face of the earth on occasion). My position on Plans is that it's pretty darned sweet.”
“Plans is [sic] private system of interconnected blogs for the Grinnell College community.  It is an online forum where people post messages about their lives, friends, current events, and musings.  It is a virtual community that, in some ways, seamlessly overlaps into the ‘real’ community.”
	As described earlier, the possibility of a hybrid community allows for the resulting benefit of gaining the strengths and avoiding the weaknesses of virtual and real community systems.  The archiving abilities of face-to-face communication are severely limited while those via plans are well documented in many instances.  Conversely, Plans fails to offer a way to break off into private, sub-conversations and then reconvene easily.  In this realm, non-virtual communications or other virtual communications provide better systems to make up for this weakness.  Indeed, Plans users use these systems for this exact purpose.  Instant messaging, phone, e-mail, and face-to-face communications are used as extensions of Plans communication.
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	These communications are not random, though.  Contact information was far and away the most common type of permanent information posted in plans by the 72% of respondents with permanent plan entries.  The appearance of contact information shows Plans as one of many forms of communication at most and as only a starting point for communication at least.  This is especially true in the case of alumni.  When isolated into two separate groups, 91% of the alumni polled had permanent plan entries while only 57% of students did.
	Three factors make for this divide.  First, current students have access to the aforementioned StalkerNet which provides an address, phone number, picture, and more.  Second, for current students, the user name for Plans is identical to their Grinnell e-mail account.  Third, the geographic proximity of students makes it easy to seek out another user.  All three of these factors are not available to alumni.  This disparity should not be confused as showing that more alumni seek each other out outside of Plans just because more of them list contact information in their plan.  While they may seek each other out more for some forms of communication, it does not apply to all forms.  Most users maintain some communications with other Plans users outside of Plans with other users.
 	Interestingly, those communications are not even necessarily with people whom a user previously knew outside of Plans.  Of the survey-takers, 31% said they had “befriended someone outside of Plans because of interactions on Plans.”  This number dropped to 22% when limited to students, but it can be presumed that student experience with Plans is on average shorter and that Plans-born friendships may take longer to develop.
	Plans is a staple for many people on the Grinnell College campus.  Plans even found its way into the campus newspaper, The Scarlet & Black, in a recent, end-of-the-year staff editorial which took the form of a satirical Plans Secrets format (S&B Staff Secrets).
	The effect that Plans has on the outside world is equaled by the effect that outside information has on Plans.  Just as conversations leave the realm of Plans to be manifested through a face-to-face conversation or e-mail, hot topics on campus find their way into many plans.  A quick search on Plans for recent or current events demonstrates this.  A search for “John Kerry” revealed 64 occurrences four days removed from his speech.  The rapper Ghostface Killah who appeared the night before was mentioned 44 times on Plans.  Even two weeks after the controversy over the Salad’s reprinting of the Danish cartoon of Muhammad, more than 10 references were made to the article.  A search for the impending finals in less than a week brought hundreds of hits.
	As well as news, other regular information appears on plans.  Many student organizations maintain plans to use for announcements of events and other group information.  While this may be of little use to non-students, 40% of students had three or more groups on their auto read list.
Conclusion


“[Plans is a] virtual community, blog-like, that takes up a lot of my time, yet I wouldn't trade it for anything.”
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	When boiled down to a final question, 81% of students at 87% of all survey takers felt that Plans was “an effective means of communication.”  While it is obviously not a simple black-and-white question, overall, the consensus seems to say that Plans is good for communicating.  This is a vitally important fact.  Regardless of it satisfying the requirements for a community, Plans users must believe it is a good form of communication and use it as such for it to function at its best.  Thus, it seems that Plans effectively supplements the Grinnell College community with the addition of alumni, faculty, and staff.  On top of that, distinct cultural features (such as Plans-only jargon) are distinctly linked to Plans and are not found independently of Plans.  In the end, I can only agree with the 87% of survey takers, so I add my voice to the din in saying, “Plans is an effective means of communication.”
Weaknesses of Plans
	After a reasonably extensive survey of Plans, some may be curious as to how I would change Plans.  The already stated technological differences from other online communities may be seen as a downside, but I see it as giving Plans a clear focus on communication which helps drive forward the community.
	Of the six facets that help show Plans to be a community, the one it lacked most was the ability to breakout and reassemble.  With the introduction of Plans chat, it may allow for a small group to have an offshoot meeting there.  Still, though, a meeting in the chat room is subject to whoever might be in the chat room at the time.  Also, chat rooms are nothing new and if they have not already been used, a slightly more convenient one with few extra features will most likely not catch on or solve the problem.  In the end, I would recommend not changing anything and continuing to rely on the hybrid nature of the Plans community.  Real life will most likely remain the best setting for breaking out.
	It seems quite clear how the Grinnell community effects the Plans community.  In contrast, the effect of Plans on Grinnell remains slightly less clear and could be further improved.  The addition of a ride board (which has been proposed), facilitated forums on hot campus topics (a formalized forum for the hot topics such as John Kerry and Ghostface Killah), a general classified section, and a wiki-style calendar could all help Plans have a greater effect on the Grinnell student community.
	One final issue worth engaging is the student-alumni dichotomy.  Magnified by some of the survey results (such as permanent contact info with a plan), it is quite clear that alumni and student usage vary greatly in some instances.  Whether to create certain features that would be used primarily by one group or another is an important decision that should be made carefully.  A greater exchange of information should only be encouraged if it does not hamper the community.  This would include breaking it into two, three, or four sub-communities that would begin to develop new sub-sub-cultures which could create rifts among the Plans community.  However, in some cases, such as the display of contact information, providing a formal area of the plan in which to display that information would only encourage people to use it more and increase communication outside of Plans.  Tailoring the community to needs should only be done when those needs are demonstrated by a full cross-section of the community and not one specific demographic.
Future Directions of the Study: Where to Next?
	The intricacies and secrets-yet-unlocked of Plans surely abound.  I chose to focus on the very specific community aspects and then further branched out to explain a sample of Plans behaviors which relate to the definition of community.  Other lenses should be donned to look upon Plans.
	In the highly advanced fields of network mapping and data mining, highly complex and informative maps of Plans with 1000s of nodes could provide insight into the exact dynamics and patterns of plan loving, auto read lists, and, in general, degrees of separation within Plans.  Are there, as I suspect, cliques within Plans or is it truly one giant web without specific concentrations among groups?
	Plenty of interesting work could be done on the psychological effects of Plans.  Do people change themselves in their plan when compared to their “real” selves?  The unknown weight given to postings on Plans doubtlessly effects its role in the real world.  The unusually accurate means of identification is rare in today’s online world, and accountability probably compares more to e-mail than to MySpace or even Facebook.  But how close does it come to face-to-face communication?
	A third of many options for Plans analysis is to place Plans in the larger context of the internet.  How does Plans really compare to Facebook, MySpace, Friendster, Xanga, LiveJournal, or the thousands of blogs on the internet today?  Do the primitive features help foster community because the sole focus remains on text-only communication?  One user described Plans as a good alternative to e-mail because “e-mail is too formal.”  With the proliferation of “higher-tech” communities, as well as the sudden boom in 3-dimensional environments such as Second Life http://secondlife.com/, how will Plans be redefined in light of new developments?  Will Plans or Plans-type communities become the new e-mail and e-mail the new handwritten letter?  Plans’ role as a community in a more and more globalized world and a more and more digital world remains undefined.
Method Errors
Self Selection
	In an attempt to illicit as many responses as possible, the survey was posted on the Plans home page for six days.  Any Plans user was allowed to take it.  While some may argue that this survey is self-selecting, any survey of this type is self-selecting even if a sample pool is created because people contacted still must choose whether to take the survey or not.  Logistically, selecting a random pool and distributing the survey would have been incredibly challenging and possibly even unfeasible in the allowed time frame.  In the six-day period, 506 users – or 20% of the users active in the past six months – took the survey.  While this may not be an accurate portrayal of all users, it is mostly likely a very accurate view of the most active population of Plans users.  This population, in turn, is the one that plays the largest role in defining Plans and creating its dynamics.
Student Bias
	Admittedly, I did not have a good enough sense of Plans membership before writing the survey for a number of reasons.  In the original survey, I neglected to include alumni as a category – along side student, faculty, staff, and other – however, after noticing this, I added the choice after 66 surveys had been submitted.  It can safely be assumed that most who responded as other during that time period were in fact alumni.
	Second, this survey was written with an overt but unintentional current-student bias.  Some reasons for this were intentional and others were not.  Unintentional reasons included poor definitions surrounded some key terms within the survey such as “join.”  The survey was intended to study this specific version of Plans, so for those who joined before v2.2, some questions did not apply.  However, the original year of entry into the community ended up not being used in the statistical analysis.  Finally, this survey, and the initial project proposal, was most interested in focusing on the interactions between real life and virtual life.  This is most applicable to students and explains the focus given to them in some sections of the report.
Scope of the Survey
	This survey was not meant to be a comprehensive survey of Plans.  While some exact data may have been available from other sources, it is important that perception match reality for a system to smoothly function.  Even if the framework allows for a community to form, Plans must be approached as such (and it is) for it to become a community.  As mentioned much earlier in this paper, a full scale study of Plans would take more time, energy, and sociological knowledge than I have.
Statistical Analysis
	In short, I am a first year, in Introduction to Sociology, and a student who was shut out of Applied Statistics this semester.  I have not been trained in empirical methods.  However, a study of Plans without some of the basic information I collected would be lacking and, therefore, I chose to do what I could with the data I collected.  The data was collected using a survey-building tool (see About) and the data was dumped into a simple Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and analyzed there.  I attempted to avoid statistical blunders by using only the simplest of calculations – counts and percentages – but some of my methods may have been flawed.  Even in this light, I struggle to believe that data was completely misinterpreted.
About
	This website was made for professor Karla Erickson’s Introduction to Sociology class during the Spring 2006 semester at Grinnell College by Mark Root-Wiley.  The assignment was to research anything related to Sociology.  This is what I chose.
	Questions, comments, criticisms, or bug reports can be sent too Mark Root-Wiley at rootwile@grinnell.edu
The Survey
	The survey was made with Survey Builder, created by Dan Cohen in the Center for History and New Media at George Mason University.  The data was analyzed using Microsoft Excel.
Survey Questions
All Results
Student Only Results
The Website
	The website portion of this feature was styled by my “School Spirit” style sheet which is available for use as a Plans style sheet by anyone who wishes.  To do so, paste “http://web.grinnell.edu/individuals/rootwile/plans/schoolspiritplan.css” into Preferences>Styles>Custom Style Sheet on the Plans website.
	Rollovers on “A Short Introduction to Plans’ Features” and “Plans Usage” were created with the overLIB javascript library.
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